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and one pass algorithms are usually required to achieve a real time response. Similarity-based time series retrieval has been a
In this paper, we deal with an important scenario in subject oflong term study due to its wide usage in many stream applications where incoming data are from a set applications, such as financial data analysis, weather of continuous stream time series and patterns are a fixed data forecasting, and multimedia data retrieval. Its set of time series. At each timestamp, a new data item is original task was to find those time series similar to a appended to each stream time series. We want to pattern (query) time series data, where both the pattern quickly find all the similar pairs up to the current time, and data time series are static. Recently, with an one from stream time series and the other from patterns, increasing demand on stream data management, so that their distances do not exceed a user-specified similarity-based stream time series retrieval has raised threshold £. new research issues due to its unique requirements One application of this problem is stock data during the stream processing, such as one-pass search monitoring. Given a set of real-time stock data and a and fast response. In this paper, we address the number of pre-defined movement trends (e.g. "two problem of matching patterns over high-speed stream bottom" or "head-shoulder" patterns), the system time series data. We will develop a novel monitors the stock data and gives a fast response representation, called multi-scaled segment mean whenever the stock data are similar to the pre-defined (MSM), for stream time series data, which can be patterns. In fact, detecting similar patterns over stream incrementally computed and thus perfectly adapted to time series can be considered as a typical similarity the stream characteristics. Most importantly, we search problem over datasets defined as follows: propose a novel multi-step filtering mechanism over the multi-scaled representation. Analysis indicates that the Defianition 1 (Similarity Search) Given a time-series mechanism can greatly prune the search space and thus dataset D = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, a query set Q = {q*. offer fast response. Extensive experiments show the and a user-specified threshold £, a similarity-search multi-scaled representation together with the multi-step operation retrieves all time series ti, so that for some filtering scheme can and tracking [10, 21] , which require continu l al. [29] propose an online matching algorithm for monitrchingdda stream ignores various gaps in between similar subsequences, which leads to inaccuracy. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section Not much work has been done in a similar vein for 2 gives a brief review of the related work. Section 3 monitoring stream time series data. Zhu and Shasha [34] demonstrates the background and gives the problem proposed a method to monitor the correlation among definition. Section 4 proposes our multi-scaled segment any pair of stream time series data within a sliding mean (MSM) representation together with a multi-step window, in which DFT was used as a summary of the filtering algorithm SS. Section 5 evaluates the data. Later, they introduced a shift wavelet tree (SWT) effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methods based on DWT to monitor bursts over stream time series compared to another popular multi-scaled representation, data [33] . Bulut and Singh [6] improved the technique wavelet (DWT). Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
by using multi-scaled DWT trees to summarize the data. In addition, we are looking for a multi-scaled however only applicable to L2-norm, rather than other Given a set of pre-defined patterns, one of the Lu-norm in general, and proves that our MSM important issues in detecting similar patterns over a approximation has the same pruning power as the from Almax(p). This incurs high computational cost, and satisfying i .j.
thus optimizations need to be carried out. In particular, Corollary 4.2 Given two levels i and j, wavelet for any pattern p, we record its level (lmin+± ) coefficients (i < j), the L2-norm computed at scale i is approximation Almin+±p) in GI. In addition, similar to the lower bound ofL2-norm computed in scalej.
H DWT, we also store differences of level (Imin+2) from It is worth noting that since DWT is an orthogonal level (lmin+l), level (Imin+3) from level (Imin+2), and so linear transformation, only L2-norm is preserved under on. As in the example, we keep the pattern in the form this transformation. In the following theorem, we show <2, 6, 1, 1> in GI, where the first two values "2" and "6" that the pruning power of MSM L2-norm is the same as are on level 2 (I lmin±l), the third "1" is the difference that of DWT. between "3" and "2" on levels 3 and 2, respectively, and Term45Gvnatm eiso~(j 2 .t he second "1" is that between "7" and "6" also on levels 3 and 2, respectively. Figure 3 shows the [19] work as well). Specifically, for each dataset, we obtain which contains two years' New York Stock Exchange experimental results with stock data using LI-, L2-, L3- 4.5 and LO-norm, respectively. The evaluated CPU time 4 includes two parts, the cost of incremental updates and In this paper, we propose a novel MSM SIGMOD, 2002. representation together with a multi-step filtering SS
